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Abstract
Reflection is often used to capture variability in the language and handles it at
runtime, as reported by the reflection pattem. In this paper, we explore the use
of reflection as a prime variability model for evolutionary architectures. This
investigation is carried out in the con text of product families development where
both architecting and designing for change are crucial. We show how reflection
enables separation of concern between specification of business logic and
decision on desian issues. we propose to materialize the meta-Ievel part of the
architecture with a model called meta-architecture.
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1 Architecture

A software system (Figure 1) c:an be compared to the picture of an assembled
puzzle. The picture (the application) is defined by a puzzle (the architecture)
which is a combination of pieces (the components) respecting a certain layout
(style, connector, configuration, structure, ...) so that the puzzle cutting up is
independent of the picture nature.

We may suppose that the puzzle layout is defined only by pieces outline taken
separately. But, suppose we decide to change the outline of a piece, the puzzle
layout remains the same and the piece does not longer fit for the puzzle.
Consequently, the puzzle layout is an emergent property of the puzzle due to
pieces arrangement. It is not explicitly described by pieces outline but is a
consequence of the combination.

To characterize the puzzle layout we need then some materialization of its
properties. Moreover, these properties do not have to depend on the picture

1 LCAT is the acronym of "Laboratoire Commun Alcatel Thornson-CSF"
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nature. In tact, theyare detined by the cutting die used on the picture to make
the puzzle.

Figure 1 5 Components and Architecture (C1 to C5 are pieces)

Back to the software architecture [BCK97]. Pieces of the puzzle are related to
components. Components are assigned responsibilities and provide "contracted"
interfaces to client components. Puzzle is the architecture where the layout
defines the big picture, style, rules, communication and control mechanism
guiding application structuring. What we need is the materialization of a cutting
die necessary to define the architecture layout such as:

.it specifies the design issues related to application policies (puzzle

layout),

.it can be applied independently of the application logic (nature of the

picture).
Application logic is about computationaVfunctional and data components
expressing the business process imbedded into the application

Design issues are related to technical/technological features such as
components interactions (data flow, control flow, ...), constraints
(communication protocols, threading, timing, synchronization, ...) and topology
(configuration of components linked by connectors).

In the object community these properties are associated to business objects and
technical objects [894] respectively.

We have materialized our cutting die with what we called meta-architecture.
Meta-architecture is based on meta level techniques [FD98] which are a
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promising approach for the se~,aration of concems between mechanisms issued
at design level and application logic.

2 Meta-Architecture

[BMRSS96] uses meta-Ievel techniques in the architectural pattern "Reflection"
to design for change. T wo main drawbacks of this pattern are: the necessity of
a programming language to support reflection, and the fact that the change of
structure and behavior is made at run-time which requires extra-processing and
thus reduces performances.

Our approach emphasizes at the architectural level. The main idea is to model
design issues (which are addressed by non-functional requirements) by meta-
component and business logic (which come from functional requirements) at the
base level component.

Meta-Ievel

Base-level The domainclassL

ExercjseHisto~iS
Per$iStents::=a--

Figure 2 ~ Persistent Exercise History

A meta-component is a reusable entity that embodies a property without
identification of the components that have the property.

The proposed representation of architecture and meta-architecture relies on
UML [UML97] diagrams. Components and meta-components are represented
by classes (boxes). Meta-components are distinguished by the stereotype
«MetaComponent». We can then make a difference between the base level
of the architecture (components without the stereotype «MetaComponent»)
and meta-architecture le'vel (components with the stereotype

«MetaComponent»).

For example (inspired from [FD96]) suppose that we want to create a
component for a flight simulator whose aim is to store exerc~se history of the
student pilot du ring simulation" The component is called Exercise History and
must be persistent.

Figure 2 describes the component Exercise History which is an instance of the
meta-component Persistent. This relation assign persistency properties to the
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component Exercise History. This construct enable the behavior of a component
to be customized by binding it to the meta-component that provides the
appropriate property. Advantages are transparency, reduction in complexity, and
especially explicit separation of concern between business logic and design
issues.

Separation of concems promotes reusability of components because explicit
distinction is made between design {Persistent) and business component
{Exercise History). Flexibility of the overall architecture is improved because
evolution of these two types of components have to be undertaken separately
{switching from a file system to a database system solution for Persistent meta-
component does no change the logic of login Exercise History).

2.1 Campasing design salutians at the meta-architecture level

Simple use of meta-component is not enough. It is necessary to compose
design solutions at the meta-architecture level. The inheritance mechanism of
meta-component enables composition of properties.

«~~~~~:nt>~ «Met~fericnt»!i

:
r «MetaComponent»
l..T!iread sar e p ersist en!

Meta-Ievel

~

~Th;;~ma~nclass[--';Exerc, iceHisto ry is, .
i Thread Sate and
iPersistent

Base-level
,

Lg~"~!:!~~..~

Figure 3- Thread Sate Persistent Exercise History

Suppose now (inspired from [FD96]) that the exercise history processing is a
very critical task that must be always ab le to work. We then need to treat the
Exercise History component as a Thread Sate component.

Figure 3 specifies the Exercise History component as Thread Sate Persistent
because it is an instance of ThreadSafePersistent. Gomposition of meta-
component properties must be made at meta-Ievel (meta-component narned
ThreadSafePersistent) and not at the base class level in order to implement the
composite property (Thread Sate and Persistent).
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The reader can refers to [FD98] for the definition of inheritance semantics of

meta-components.

To customize the behavior of base level components (business components)
with properties of meta-components (technical components) we need to
describe interface of the meta-components in order to manipulate base level
component. This is the meta-object protocol (MOP) [KRB91].

2.2 Designing a MOP

All access to a component are mediated by its associated meta-component
which defines a meta-object protocol (MOP) realizing interaction between them.

The sequence diagram of Figure 4 illustrates a MOP related to Persistent from
the first example (Figure 2). Suppose aComponent signals to Exercise History
that an exercise step have to be inserted into Exercise Historyo

~

~

Register exercise step

I--~-,- ---,
(PersIstent

'--;;:;-1 :

l' Exercise History state to be saved :
~ I

2: Read Exercise History state' I
~ j,

II
3: Receive Exercise History state II

~I
4' Exercise History state saved : :

~ "
1,
'_1
I
,
I
I
I
I
I

~ Component level ---3> Meta-component level

Figure 4- Sequence diagram of a MOP mechanism

When Exercise History is invoked by aComponent, Persistent catch the call (1),
ask Exercise History its state (2) which after some process (in particular local
history change) is passed to Persistent (3) which execute again some process to
enable Exercise History (4) to signal to aComponent that the exercise step has
been registered.
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Generally, the meta-component interface comprises at least instance creation,
and deletion, attribute read or write access, and method call.

The design of a MOP is similar to architecture design. For aspects related to
design issues (persistence, thread safety, fault tolerance, secure
communications, group based distributed applications, ) the meta-architect
have to describe static and dynamic part of the meta-component.

This approach assumes the possibility that meta-architecting must take into
account libraries or frameworks of meta-components objects. These meta-
components can be build themselves on infrastructures like CORBA, DCOM, or
specific hardware or software libraries or frameworks.

Customization of software architecture with the MOP is achieved by binding it
with several possibilities:

.Goding between the lines: pre-proGessing sourGe Gode or intermediate
Gode (byteGode),

.Trap/Hooking with the middleware event model (Windows events,
JavaBean event model),

.Making use of binding support in middleware: GORBA interGeptors,

.Proxying: provide abstraGtion of the objeGt referenGe in order to redireGt
invoGations.

The main differenGe between these possibilities is the MOP implementation
whiGh can be at Gompile-time [G95] or at run-time [KRB91].

How meta-architecture promotes practices for software
system families

3

A product family gather a set of applications belonging to the same dornain and
characterized by common software assets (requirernents, architectures models,
components, code, ..). Design of software systerns farnilies suggests identifying
issues in design that are common to all family mernbers, and organizing the
design to support changes/variations.

Separation of concerns is encouraged by meta-architecture which facilitates
exploitation of commonalties in product farnilies. We have shown that the
representation and manipulation of meta-architecture express design constraints
on business cornponents. This enables to get controlover design decisions
depending on the design mechanisms chosen for application of the product

family.

Because our approach is based on modeling techniques with the UML notation
we do not require a specialized language. Thus we are able to use languages
that do not support reflective capabilities.
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We do not claim that meta-architecture is the silver bullet for architecting.
However, it is a strong variability mechanism which handles commonalily and
variability of architecture-centric product families.

The overhead caused by the supplementary level induced by meta-architecture
generates additional specification and implementation. Nevertheless, it is
compensated with the gain in anticipating potential changes of the considered
product family.

4 Workshop Interests

The LCA T is a common research laboratory of Thornson-CSF and Alcatel
providing to business units methods and techniques for the development of
product farnilies for both companies' product lines. In this context, advanced
technologies (UML, CORBA, DCOM, frarneworks, design patterns, ...) and
associated tools are used to support the product line approach.

LCAT research investigates the use of meta-Ievel architectures in the design
and implernentation of software systerns farnilies. Thus, we are interested in
related approaches and solutions, in particular those connected to the following
problerns:

.

Gomposition semantics at the meta-component level,

Design of MOPs sufficiently robust whose changes on base level are
sufficiently localized to enable potential errors,

Design of meta-component frameworks and libraries based on
middleware infrastructure (GORBA, DGOM,...),

Transformation of architecture at the source code level from meta-
architecture descriptions. This is the aim of Aspect-Oriented

Programming [AOP97],

Find the trade-off between compilation-time MOP and run-time MOP ,

Scripting into commercial UML tools to support MOPs and meta-
component compositiorl.
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